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CHAFTER. I 
HJTHODUCTIOH 
Ever since early times it has proved better to work together with 
your fellmr man in working out mutual problems or in areas of mutual 
interest. 
11.Americans, of all ages, a.l:L conditions, a."1d all dispositions, con-
stant1._y form associations. They have not only commercial and manUfactur-
ing co:mpc<_nies, in T.'hich all take part, but assocj.ations of a thousand 
other kinds, religious, moral, serious, futile, general or restricted, 
enorr:ious or d:irn.inutive - If it is :,_:iroposed to inocmlate some truth, or to 
foster some feeling, by the encouragement of a great example, they form 
1 
a society.11 
This is an observat:i on of .A..rnerican life made over one hundred years 
ago. It still holds true today. Although this quotation doesn't name 
teachers, they too, have been conscious of the fact of the effectiveness 
of joint action in shaping public opinion in a democratic society, and 
for a great :rn.a.ll'J years have lvd their associations. The National 
Education Association, the An erican Federation of Teachers, the .American 
Aseociation of the University Professors, ax1d the Progressive Ea.ucation 
2 
Association are among the most active at the present time. A conplete 
list vrould be long and impressive. 
In spite of the fact that the profession seems well SUE.lied Tnth 
associatior1s, there i:::.as been an over-increasing denand r.iade upon t�1e 
tcachc�s of tl'.e nation to organize effectively. Vfuat are the existing 
organizations doing? Vi11at is the effectiveness o.f Teacher organizations? 
1. DeTocqueville, Alexis, "Observation on American Li.fe"as quoted 
by Pierce, Bessie: Citizens Organization � �  Civic Train:i;r;g 
of Youth, Ue1v York, Charles Scribers, 1933, p. 9 
2. Burham., \'fillia.m H., 11Teachers Associations11, !};_ (J'l;clopedia E.f. 
Education, Hew York, Macmillan, 1930, vol. 5, p. 521:-525. 
Obviously this field was too broad for the scope of my study, conse-
quently one organization was selected for a more careful study, namely, 
the American Federation of Teachers. 
THE PROBLEM 
The preliminary survey had disclosed the fact that the American 
Federation of Teachers had an interesting social and educational 
' 
� 
philosophy. The following questions invited investigation. What is the,: 
early history of the American Federation of Teachers? What cultural 
factors are involved in the acceptance or rejection of the organization 
by teachers, administrators, and public? What are the degrees of success 
of the movement in achieving its objectives? In other words, the purpose 
of this paper is an attempt to evaluate the American Federation of 
Teachers in American education, and try to determine if it has succeeded 
in gaining acceptance as a part of the educational field, in the 
United States. 
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CHAPI'ER II 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS 
Pre-Organizational Efforts at Organizing 
The American Federation of Teachers is an unique organization in 
American education in that it is one of the few teacher associations 
organized on the union basis and affiliated with the American Federation 
of Labor. 
The plan for affiliating with a union, as far as can be ascertained, 
was first tried in 1902 when the San Antonio, Tex.as association received 
its charter from the American Federation of Labor. 1 Later the same 
year the'Chicago Teachers Federation affiliated with the .American 
Federation of Labor. 2 Because the American Federation of Teachers was 
originated in Chicago, and because we live in Illinois special note will 
be made of the union in Chicago and in Illinois. 
The Chicago Teachers• Federation was organized in 1897. It began 
its career by fighting for higher salaries, which it was successful in 
obtaining. Soon, however, the Chicago Board of Education, pleading 
poverty, reduced the salaries again. By 1900 the salary scale in Chicago 
was back to the level of 1877. 3 
The teachers, aware that the public-service corporations of the city 
were not paying taxes, decided to study the situation, and appointed 
Miss Margaret Haley and Catherine Goggin as investigators. This investi-
gation by Miss Haley and Niss Goggin began in the County Clerk's office, 
where the ladies looked into the records of public utilities corporations. 
1. Saulman, Philip H., "Teachers Organizationsn, School and Society, 
8:557-558, November 9, 1918 
2. Best, Ronald, 11Why Chicago Teachers Unionized11, Harpers iieekly, 
60:598-600, June 19, 1915. 
J. Counts, George s., 0chool and Society in Chicago, New York, 
Ha�. Brace• :1926, p.12b-1JO. 
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As a result of the 'hunting' Miss Haley found that for the year 1899 the 
corporations had not paid one cent of the truces that had been assessed 
against them as prescribed by law. They next looked up the recorder and 
found out that for 13 years the corporationshad not paid their proper 
truces. The teachers' federation took the case to court and won, and as 
a result the city was awarded $6oO,OOO. Soon after the Federations' 
filing of the suit, a bill was introduced in the legislature seeking 
destruction of the teachers' pension law. This was a slap at the 
teachers for 11stepping out of bounds".4 Of the total amount $249,000 
went to the Board of Education. The school board used the money to repair 
the schools and for the coal bill. The teachers, led once again by that 
tireless pair, Miss Goggin and Miss Haley, went to court to see that the 
money would be used for teachers' salary increases only. Once again, 
the teachers came out on top, their cut salaries were restored. But again 
in 1902, the salaries were again cut. The Chicago Federation of Labor 
offered to come to the aid of the Chicago !eachers• Association with 
200,000 affiliated workers. The teachers, tired from the long court fights, 
jumpted at the opportunity. In December of 1902 the Chicago Teachers' 
Association joined the Chicago Federation of Labor. In January 1903 the 
teacher1.'.l!!Eeived a raise. 5 
The Chicago Teachers' Federation has put millions intothe city 
treasury for the relief of the taxpayers, has given the electorate a new 
ideal of taxation, has wiped out many evils of the city courts, a nd has 
produced for Chicago a school system that can make them proud, 6 
From 1902 until 1916 twenty teachers' organizations in ten different 
states affiliated with Labor. Some of thewe were short-lived, due to a 
variety of causes: non-payment of dues, loss of interest, lack of continued 
need, or local supression. 
4. Best, "Chicago Teachers", Harpers Weekly, pl 598-6oo 
5. ibid 
6. ibid 
Organization 
The Chicago teachers, affiliated with a union, made many powerful 
enemies because of their success in exerting pressure on the board and 
in making the utilities pay their taxes. 7 The Chicago board of education 
was a political body l'mich did the bidding of big business and the local 
political machine. Consequently, in 1915 Mr. Jacob Loeb, chairman of 
the Board•s committee on rules, secured the adoption of an amendment to 
the rules of the Board of Education which prohibited 11membership by 
teachers in labor unions, or in organizations of teachers affiliated with 
a trade union11• The Board, in effect, ordered 3,000 teachers to resign 
from their organization. 8 
An injunction was obtained by the teachers, restraining the Board 
from this action. The Board :immediately revised the rules, but talcing 
advantage of its tenure rule, which limited all appointments to one year, 
soon thereafter dismessed 68 teachers, ten of whom were members of the 
Chicago Teachers' Federation, affiliated vrith Labor. 9 
Numerous conflicts with an autocratic board, and a constant struggle 
to obtain an adequate salar'J schedule and tenure rules1 convinced the 
Chicago Teachers that the time had come to organize a national association 
of classroom teachers. Thus, it �ppears that the formation of the .Ameri­
can Federation of Teachers were a direct protest against existing abuse. 10 
7. Meod, Paul, 11Should Schools Affiliate with Labor11, Survey 
43: 737, March 13, 1920 
8. 11Teachers Unions", Editorial, Literary Digest, 51: 737,0ct.2,1915 
9. Shipstead, Carl L., flRise and Signi.f'icgence of the .American 
Federation of Teachers", Elementary School Journal, 21: 444-460, 
Feb. , 1921. 
10. 11Schools11, Editorial, Literary Digest, 51: 700,, Oct. 2,, 1915. 
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A call was issued on April 15, 1916 to all locals at that time 
affiliated with a union, and those knmm to be comtemplating such action. 
Only tour locals were represented by delegates but an organization was 
effected at this meeting. The Constitution was framed, officers were 
elected, and an executive council of eleven members were appointed. Of 
the eight charter locals six had been affiliated with the local lgbor 
organizations or directly with the American Federation of Labor. 11 
The eight charter locals, with a combined membership of about 2,800 
were as follows : 
Local 1: Chicago Teachers' Federation 
Local 2: Chicago Federation of Men Teachers 
Local 3: Chicago Federation of Women High School Teachers 
Local 4: Gary, Indiana., Teachers' Federation 
Local 5: Teachers' Union of the City of New York 
Local 6: Oklahoma Teachers' Federation 
Local 7: Scranton, Pennsylvania, Teachers' Association 
Local 8: High School Teachers• Union of Washington, D. C. 
Application was made at once for affiliation with the .American 
Federation of Labor. The American Teacher, a magazine published by a group 
of individuals in the New York Union, was endorsed as the official publi­
cation of t he Federation. 12 
Growth: 1916-1921 
The first two years saw many obstacles to be overcome. Particularly 
overpowering were public opinion against affiliatlilg with Labor, and 
hostile boards who exerted pressure against the new teachers• organizations. 
ll. .Stecker, Freeland, G., Pamphlet, 11Early History of the American 
Federation of Teachers11, Chicago, American Federation of Teachers, 
1955, P• 1 
12. ibid 
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Just one year after the American Federation of Teachers was organized 
the Chicago Teachers' Federations withdrew. This step was taken because 
they had been led to understand that their members who had been dismissed 
by the Board wouJ.d not be reinstated in their former positions while the 
Chicago Teachers' Federation remained in the American Federation of 
Teachers; It was a serious blow to the new organization to have this large 
and militant local withdraw, for it meant the loss of a ver.J large per­
centage of the total membership. 13 
Other locals, subjected to local pressure, dropped out during these 
early years so that the growth was slow, and the element of disintegra-
tion always present. 
Following these early struggles came a period of phenomenal develop-
ment. Statistics on membership and the number of locals chartered show 
the contrast between the early period of slow growth and the later one of 
rapid development. The Federation had been organized in 19�6 with eight 
charter locals and a menbership of about 2,800. Two years later, in 1918, 
there were 23 locals. 14 D:r 1920 one hundred and forty locals had been 
chartered with a total membership of about 12,000 showing that during 
this second period of two years one hundred seventeen locals had been 
organized. Thus it seens reasonable to characterize the early development 
of the American Federation of Teachers as two years of slow growth followed 
by two years of very rapid development. 
13. 11The Chicago Situation", Editorial, Elementary School Journal, 
17: 3-5, Sept. 1916. 
14. "Teachers Unions11, news item, School and Societ1, 8:557-5.58, 
Nov. 9, 191.8. 
15. Vetter, K.L., "Signilicgence of the American Federation of 
Teachers11, Elementary School. Journal, 21: 729, Feb. 1921 
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Decline: 1921-1927 
Following this period of growth came a period of decline and disin-
tergration. It was so great that at the low mark less than twenty per 
cent of the total charters issued remained operative. Mary- Barker, 
president of the Federation, summarized the reasons for the decline as 
follows: 16 1. Following Uorld War I, capital made a wide spread attack 
against organized labor. The American Federation of Teachers affiliated 
with the American Federation of Labor lost its share of members. 
2. Teachers were a conservative and yeilding group and were made a target 
for criticism because of their status as 11emplloyees of the publicn. 3. 
There is a strong prejudice against public servants affiliating with a 
union. 4. Labor, when its own crisis came, was forced to withdraw help 
which it had been giving to the American Federationof Teachers and, therefore, 
all national organizers had to be recalled. 5. Teachers flocked to the 
Federation for economic and social aid, and when help came they forgot the 
source from which it was derived. 6. Teachers entertain an 11inferiority 
complex" concerning their affiliation with Labor. 7. The National 
Education Association has waged a fight against the American Federation 
of Teachers. 17 
The losses of this period seem to have been especially great in the 
smaller cities and those isolated from strong labor contacts, but there is 
a definite lack of data on the entire period. 
Renewed Growth Due to Depression 
After this period of decline, steady growth took p:a.&ce once again. 
The membership for the year 1927-1928 showed an increase of twen:b.f per 
cent. This came as a result of the formation of nine new locals, and also 
of growth in membership of the established locals. 
16. "Objections Answered", Leaflet, American Federation of Teacher, 
Chicago, 195.5 
17 ibid 
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18 The growth was due to a pl"'Ogressive program and constructive work. 
The following year saw a continued increase, so that it would appear 
that even before the onset of the depression, the American Federation of 
Teachers had entered upon another period of growth. 19 
During the next years the increase continued until at the seventeenth 
convention in 1933, i-!rs. Hanson the secretary-treasurer of the organization, 
reported for the year as follows: 11Sixteen new locals representing ten 
states has been chartered, ranging in membership from twenty five to six 
hundred. Many more inquiries and requests for literature, indicating an 
increasing interest in our �ovement, has been received than in any of 
the past ten years11• 
j 
In as much as the American Federation of Teachers had, since its 
inception, fought the Ve!"J evils wM.ch were intensified by the depression, 
namely, inadequate salaries, lack of tenure, crowded classes, etc., such 
steady growth during this period is not surprising. 
The total number of locals with dues paid to date in 1931+, was 
seventy five, with an active membership of 9,634. This is an increase of 
more than 100% in the number of active locals since the days of decline 
in 1926. 
�The founding of the Illinois State Federation of Teachers took place 
in 1936. It was founded by the American Federation of Teachers locals 
then chartered in the stl'.te. This brought together the Chicago locals 
and the downstate locals, and gaye the Illinois State Federation of 
Teachers a firm bargainine position. 20 
18. Kendle, I.R., Corgparitive Education, Boston, Houghton-Mifflin, 
1933, p. 365-367 
19. ibid p. 368 
20. "History of the Illinollis State Federation of .Teachers11,handbook, 
published by the Illinois 5tate Federation of Teachers, Chicago, 
1954. 
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Continued Growth Through the War Years 1940-1946 
From 1940 to 1946 there was a steady growth in the number of locals 
and the total membership of the American Federation of Teachers. A 
part of this growth came from the unionized teachers in the W.P.A. In 
1940 the American Federation of Teachers had to expel three locals who 
were charged with communism. This was a brave step because these three 
locals had 8,ooo members. During this period the strength of the .American 
Federation of Teachers has been centered in large industrial cities, and 
the union had been the strongest where the tenure of office was strongest. 
This suggests that where tenure laws are weak the teachers are afraid to 
organize because of fear of losing their jobs. It also suggests that 
21 the Federation is strong where it has the backing of organized labor. 
This part of the histor-f is sketchy because of lack of sources. 
Eastern's library does not carry back issues of the /,.merican Teacher 
which is the chief source of the Federations1 activities. 
Onward Growth 1946-1954 
The union continued its upward groi,1th in the post w�r years, until 
in 1954 it had 45,000 members and over four h1U1dred locals. 22 This 
growth can be attributed to the growth of labor unions and to the unsatis-
factory wages being P?-i.d the teachers. 
\, )} 
21. Hopkins, W., 11'.L'he Historical Background of the American 
Federation of Teachers", American School Board Journal, 
112: 43-44, I:Iay, 1946. 
22. ibid 
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CHAPTER III 
AIHS OF THE AMERICAN FEDEH.ATION OF TEACHERS AND THE SUCCESS OF 
ACHIEVIHG ITS All13 
In attempting to evaluate any teachers' organization certain 
questions are fundamental. �lhy did it organize? What are its stated 
aims? This chapter is an at·C.empt to determi.rie the ains of the .AJrierican 
Federation of Teachers b�� an examination of its constitution. 
Article II of the Constitution of the American Federation of Teachers 
contains a statement of the aims as follows: 1 
1. To bring the associations of teachers into relations of mutual help 
and co-operation. 
2. To obtain for them all the rights to which they are entitled. 
3. To raise the standard of the teaching profession by securing the 
conditions essential to the best professional service. 
4. To promote such a democratization of the schools as will enable them 
to better equip their pupils to take their places in the industrial, 
social, and political life of the col11lm1Ility. 
In an attempt to unc�erstand these aims more fully, the writer will 
examine them one at a tir;e. 
1. To bring associations of teachers into relations of mutual 
2 
assistance and co-operation. The association mentioned aQOVe seems 
particularly well adapted to the character of American Education. Forty 
eight states and their law-making bodies determine the character of 
education. Authority, in many matters, goes back to an even smaller unit, 
1. ConstitUion of the American Federation of Teachers, Chicago, 
publis..lied by American Federation of 'reachers, 1954, p. 2 
2. ibid, p • .3 
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the county, city, or tmm. It follows, therefore, that an effective 
teachers' orga.11ization :nust be in close touch with these small units 
which are determining the local politics. The American Federation of 
Teachers, through its system of local autonomous ui1its, is able to act 
on its own initiative, is able to be active in, and inforned of, the 
local situations. 3 That this is the most effective type of organiza-
tion seems clear, .for in 1933, Nrs. Preble, t he president of the Depart-
ment of Classroom Teachers of the National Education Association, called 
upon teachers to orga,1ize, "first locally, then on a state wide and finally 
on a national basis, in grcups composed of classroom teachers only". 
-:,Jhich is an excellent statement of the exact set up of the .American 
Federation of Teachers. 4 
All these various locals are then brought into co-operati::m, some-
ti.-rnes by a state federation like the Illinois State Federation of 
Teachers, which can coc1sider state problems and take state action, but 
always by membership in the National Organization which considers local 
problems a..1d fornrulates the national program on the basis of local as 
well as national needs. 
2. To obtain for them all the rights to which they are entitled. 
Looking back into the histOI'IJ of the American Federation of Teachers, it 
appears that it was organized to In8.ke a more effective fj.ght for teachers 1 
rights. Some of these rights are the r ight to adequate salary, tenure, 
civil riehts and academic freedom. 
3. Hopkins, E. W., "Historical Background of Teachers11, .American 
School Board Journal, P• h3-44 
4. Preble, Blanche, F., "The Teachers at the Helm11, Proceedings 
of the National Education Association, 71: 71-73, 1933 
-
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Adequate Salary 
Few :places in the co1Jntry have an adequate salary schedule. The 
American Federation of Teachers recommends that 11our locals inaugurate 
in their respective localities intensive campaigns for sala!"<J increases11, 
apparently feeling that there would not be too much activit:r :in this line 
of endeavor. 
There are four principles for which they stand regardjng salaries. 
First, they believe in equal pay for equal professional qualifications 
and expense regardless of sex, of' grade taught, or of social status, as 
in the case of married vor1en teachers. Secondly, they advocate a $2, 000 
minimum. Thirdly, they recor,-imend a ma.xi.mum sala!"J which will be high 
enough to support a teacher in a cultural way. Lastly, they believe that 
the maximum should be reached in not n�re than ten definite annual auto­
matic L"1crements, rega:c'dless of rating. 5 
Is this fundamental aim of the Federation meeting with success? The 
teachers formed a union in Chicago to ::;et pay increases and they did. 6 
The teachers of New York City also got pay raises. The National Education 
Association admitted that the pey was higher in union cities than in 
non-union cities. 7 After e&-unining various articlz:,s the author has to 
say, 11yes11, when asked if the Anerican Federation of Teachers �, helping 
raise salaries. 
5. Haluska, Heyer, nshould Teachers Join Unions", Rotary, 12:24, 
Sept. 1947 
6. 11Chicago Teacb:;rs", Harpers, p. 598-600 
7. Haluska, ttTeachers Un:Lons11, Rotary, 12: p.24-25 
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Tenure 
3. To raise the sta::.dards of the teaching profession by securing 
conditions essential to the best professional service. Lack of security 
of tenure is what deters teachers from insisting upon academic freedom 
and civil liberties. Fear for their jobs has made teachers the "most 
tight lipped timorous creatures of any profession in the country.118 
.11.11 locals working through the state organizations work toward 
:improving tenure through the state legislatures. In Illinois the locals 
are inf armed by newsletter what bills to support for the good of a more 
favorable tenure law. The Illinois Federation has in Springfield a 
professional lobbyist. He looks after the pet bills of the Federation 
and is watchful that the other groups do not try and cut the tenure law. 
Mr. Kenny says they are tho Illinois Agriculture Agency and the Chambers 
of Commerce in some of the to>ms. 9 
Si.'1ce 1916, most of the states have changed their tenure laws, and 
some states have just initiated these laws. There stilJ. is a long way 
to go toward an effective tenure law. Part of the credit for the pro-
gress made in the move toward better tenure should to the .\.m.erican 
Federation of Teachers who have had this as one of their fundamental 
objectives. 
Academic Freedom 
Academic Freedom may be defined as the riGht to express one1s 
opinion in school on controversial issues. This freedom is denied to 
teachers, someti:nes by state legislation w�:dch regulates what should be 
taught in the schools, so:,:et:lmes by the school board or influential 
community groups. Teache1·s o:� history and tho social studies are 
particularly apt to find their freedom of expression curbed. 'rhe author, 
after read::_ng many arti.clos has to go alons i:d.th a:Lnost all of the 
teaching :)rof ession who favor acadenti.c freedom in the classroom. 
8. 
Civil J_,iberty 
The civil liberty of teachers is violated on so many occasions, that 
many teachers never think of claiwing themselves the full right as 
citizens - - freedom of speech and action outside of the school. 
Many of the tyrannies and restrictions are petty, but they are none 
the less annoying. They nay be incorporated in the state code or 
statutes, they ma�r be ·written· into the contract or they may be unwritten 
rules of the board. lO 
A review of some of the restrictions shows that the Federation has 
grounds for complaint - - cigarettes were prohibited by law to teachers 
in Tennessee. A Mississippi contract states "No teacher is e�xpected to 
attend dances at home or away when in the employ of this board11• In 
Ottawa, Kansas, the school board dropped eleven high school teachers in 
June, 1929� beca�se they had gone to the dance at a local country club 
in spite of a prohibiting board law. 11 
12 Teachers are also required to sign 11yellow dog" contracts. This 
type of contract embodies the statement that the employee is not a member 
of any organization affiliated with Labor at the time he signs the con-
tract, and further states that he will not join such an organization under 
penalty of losing his position. T'nis, of course, is a direct attack on 
the American Federation of Teachers. 
Suspicion of radical tendencies is frequently reason for non-promotion, 
for according to one assistant superintendent of New York City, "The 
teacher has not the same right as other citizens to print, publish, and 
declare his thought and opinion". 13 
10. Anderson, 11HamstrLngir1g our 'feachers11, Atlantic Monthly,p.39G-'397 
11. ibid p. 391 
12. ibid p. 394 
13. ibid p. 395 
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4. To promote such a democratization of the schools as will 
enable them to better equip their pupils to take their place in the 
industrial, political ai1d social life of the community. 14 
It is interesth1g, in view of the fact that "Democracy in Education, 
Education for Freedom", is the motto of the Federation, and that it is 
the aim for which they have been struggli.ri.g since the foundation of' their 
organization, to note th::'.t in 1933, Hrs. Preble, the president of the 
Department of Classroom Teachers of the National E'.ducation Association, 
in address:L.1g the annual convention called for more democracy in education, 
saying, "Democracy has not been tried11• l.5 The Federation makes some 
definite suggestions for achieving democracy in the schools. These 
suggestions seem to fall into two divisions; namely, democracy for the 
school board and for the teachers. 
Democracy for the School Board 
Dr. George s. Counts, in 1927, published a monograph on The Social 
Composition of Boards of :Gducation, which is a detailed study of the 
foregoing questions. He sa�'S these problems are real and vital for: 
The ftmda.'1tental ch0.racter of public education in the United States 
is, in the last anal;.·sis determined by the board that controls the 
school. The teacher is the creature of the board of education and 
in his behavior both within and without the school, he must conform 
to standards agree a:: le to t:rie board • •• To a degree and in a fashion 
seldom grasped, the c:.mtent, spirit and purpose of public education 
must reflect the bias, the limitation, and the experience of the 
membership of this boai�d ••• The qualifications advance of public 
education must depend as much on the decisions of the board of 
education as on the development of the science and philosphy of 
education. 16 
14. Constitution of the American Federation of Teachers, Chicago.S. 
published by .American Federation of Teachers, 1954, p.6 
1.5. Preble,"Teachers at the Helm", p. 93 
16. Counts, Social Cor1position of Boards of Education, p. 1 
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Dr. Counts found th1t the most striking fact ree;ardint:; the method 
of selection of board members was the diversity of ,tJractice. In nearly 
three-fourths of the cities studied, however, the members we:::e elected 
at large, and the consensus of opinion of students of school adrninistra-
tion seemed to favor an elective board for administering education in the 
smaller area. 17 But, in a good many cases where the school board is 
appointed by the mayor, it becomes a tool of partisan p8litics, as in 
18 Chicago. 
The fact that there are :many anti-democratic practices to be 
eradicated was revealed l;:,r Dr. Counts. For example, in several cities 
of the South, where the �Te;;roes were in the majority, boards were named 
by an act of the legislature and given the power of self-perpetuat:lon, 
thus removing education from Negro control. 19 
Dr. Cmmts also found that with respect to vocational groups, the 
1 b d . l 1 t• 20 schoo oar is narrow y se ec J.Ve. This he holds to be particularly 
significant for American education because occupation is instrmaental in 
shaping ones social philosophy, and data on the occupations of board 
members provides a measure of the breadth and variety of interests and 
points of view represented on boards of education. 21 Our boards are 
composed of bus:L--iess men. 22 Labor and minority races and religions 
are given slight representation. 
17. Counts, Social Compo�ition of Boards of Education,p. 16 
18. TIThe Chicago Board of -Sducation and the Teachers Union", news 
item, School and Society, Oct. 16, 1915 2: J65-36o 
19. Counts, Soc� Corriposition of Boards of Education, p. 16 
20. ibid p. 81 
21. ibid p. 95 
22. ibid p. 94 
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Said Dr. Counts: 
"The ti.'1Yle has come when He 3hould cease to deceive ourselves with the 
pleasing fiction that ti1e ordinary board member, or member of arry 
legislative iJody, represei:ts the general public. This was impossible 
even in the sinple and reJ.atively homogeneous co:imnunity of the past. 
In the great industrial city of the present it is present absurdity. 
It is a pi6us fraud. 23 
In the light of this information it would seem reasona'de that the 
school boards should be made elective and aore democratic. 
Democracy for the Teacher 
Several points relating to the ur1derr,ocratic practices forced upon 
teachers have been discussed - - namely, dictation of ccnduct, restric-
tive measures in contracts, cmd lack of academic and civil freedom. 
Anything which encourae;es t:Linidity and narrmmess in teache:rs 
for the worst influence on children. 
23. Counts, Social Composition of Boards of -..:dncation, I)• 96 
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CHAPTER J)l 
METHODS EMPLOYED BY TEE At·:·� '.IC1'-!� F;;;JJ::i;RATION OF TEACH:Q:RS 
The last chapter considered in a general way some of the outstanding 
aims and objectives of the American Federation of Teachers as fmmd in 
the leading books and periodicals. 
Two questions, vital from the point of view of the effectiveness of 
the organization, now present themselves: 
1. Method used by the organization. 
2. Accomplishments of organization. 
Methods 
When it is known that the Federation is organized on the union 
basis, many people raise an immediate objection to such an association 
with Labor in promoting their cause. This is not the case. The federa-
tion claims ths.t no local -critllin the organization had ever resorted to 
a strike, before 1947, as a 1'1ethod of atta:L.'1ir1g its ends. Horeever, 
because the American l"eder:d;,ion of Labor has ;::iven the teachers a charter 
of co:r.iplete autonomy, no orsanization could call the teachers out. on· ·a 
strike before 19L�7, nor dOc':S the American Federation of Teachers endorse 
the strike policy. 1 Only in the last eight years has there been a 
stril<e by an • .\merican Federation of Teachers local. 
Looking back into the histor,y of the American Federation of Teachers, 
it can be seen that organization and affiliation were early recognized 
as effective means of securing results and power. That was WhY the 
Chicago Teachers' Federation turned to Labor in 1902 when it felt it could 
not secure results wj_thout a powerful ally. That was why the American 
Federation of Teachers, when organizing in 1916, affiliat�d with the 
American Federation of Labor. It is an application of the old adage, 
11In Union There is Streq:;th 11• 
1. 11'I.']-·e Ancr:icc'.'.l< ?edcration o.f '.L'eachers11, editorial, .slementa!A;,. 
3chool J::>urnc:..l, 20: 91, Oct.a 1919 
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It is on the point of choice of allies that much debate r'lged. 
There are two main arguments of advanced against a union with Labor: 
first, that it is unprofessional for the teacher to class himself with 
the common worker of America; 2 secondly, that the public school system 
serves all classes, and the teacher in the interest of maintaining the 
in:lPartiality of the schools should not side with any particular class. 3 
Each of these arguments is supported by many educators, but it is 
safe to say that in general conservatives oppose affiliation with Labor 
while liberals favor such a step. 
From the point of view of the Federation both arguments previously 
stated are unrealistic and ignore conditions as they actually exist in 
the United States today. First, teaching is not yet a profession, 
because it does not embody the characteristics of a profession. Speak-
ing of the professional attitude of some teachers the American Federation 
of Teachers describes the situation as follows: 
For generations public school te�chers have salved their pride with 
this pitiful substitute(membership in a profession) for adequate 
position in the con.�unity. They have refused to face the fact 
whereas doctors, lawJers, engineers, and other professional men can 
·control their hours, the conditions under which they work, and the 
amount of their fees. Teachers, as individuals, have l].most no 
control over these :r-.att.ers so vital to their welfare. The results 
are that the vast majority of teachers receive a smaller wage than 
some laborers and e�:e:rt far less influence in thei( calling and 
in the corrmruni ty tr2,n any other skilled workers. 
Secondly, the arguJ1ent that the teacher shoti.ld refrain from uniti.tJ.g 
with a class in the interests of preserving the irr:ipartiality of the 
school, is based on the assumption that the school is in:lPartial and free 
from class consciousnesso T'nis assumption would be difficult. to support, 
2. Loeb, Jacob,11The Businessmans and the Public Service11, Proceed­
ings of the National Education Association, 54: 351-355,1916 
3. Mead, Paul, "Should Schools Affiliate with Labor11, Survey, 43: 
737, Harch 13, 1920 
4. "Objections Answered", leaflet, American Federat:ion of Teachers, 
Chicago, 1955 
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in view of the fact th�t school boards are dra}m almost entirely frcm 
one class, the upper middle class of business and professional people. 
Textbooks are sonetir:ies subsidized by vested interests. S 
Granted that the school should be impartial, does it follow that 
affiliating with Labor will make a teacher into an indoctrinator? If 
so, we should also ask teachers to refrain from joining Christian 
churches, for it might make them hostile to Jews who are in public 
schools in large nmnbers, and to refrain from joining the Republican 
party since they might t:r.r to influence Democrats. 
It would seem that the arguments advanced �gainst affiliating with 
Labor are inclined to be unrealistic, but when it comes to an exa.mina-
tion of the effectiveness of affiliating with Labor as a method of 
achieving its aims, the situation must also b e  examined realisticalJy. 
In the histo:r.r of the organization it was pointed out that the li'ederation 
experienced growth when Labor was gaining members and entered a period 
of decline when the Labor movement declL"'led. Thus it would seem that 
union with Labor has its disadvantages as wellas its advantages. Hore-
over, it is true that in many s:rn.8.1.l localities where Labor is not well 
organized or powerful the affiliation with Labor is a direct handicap 
to the Federation. 6 
Consequently, in atten.:'Jt:l.ng to judge the effectiveness of the Federa-
tion, one must weigh t.he aid which orgar.ized Labor can give in the shape 
of trained organizers, lobbyists, legal support, etc., against the 
hostility which it arouses to have teachers affiliated with Labor. 
5. Com1ts, Soda.l Composition of Education, p. 74 
6. Welsch, James R., 11:Hethods and Activities of the .American 
Federation of Teachers11, Hasters Thesis, University of 
Hichigan, 1944, p. 18 
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Since the Federation has seldomed used the stril:e as a method of 
achieving its aims, it has chosen instead the way of propaganda which 
it calls "publicity, oreanization, and political action". 7 Propaganda 
and whether it is good or bad depends largely on the correctness of the 
information given out. Propagancla 'Will never die out. Intelligent men 
must realize that propaganda is the modern instrument by which they can 
fight for productive ends. 8 In an occassional case, where the administra-
tor dictates to the teacher, it calls the attention of the public to the 
fact that in some schools the teacher is far from enjoying full a cademic 
freedom; whjJ_e in certain com..�unities the choice of teachers is based 
upon political or sectarian considerations rather than upon abjJ_ity. If 
such issues were ma.de by means of propaganda to become a matter of 
public concern on a trul:7 national scale, there would, doubtless, be a 
general tendency toward ir:rprovement. 9 This is what the Federation is 
trying to do. Consequently, the question arises as to why has the 
Federation not been nore successful after thirty nine years of trying to 
arouse public opinion on a truly national scale. 
Success of propaganda depends upon two things: First, propagandists 
are always likely to run afoul of some deeply imbedded prejudices; se-
condly, success of propaganda depends upon traditional prejudices and the 
changing level of popular irritability.lo This offers an answer for the 
lack of success. Prejudice against teachers uniting with Labor has 
off set the efforts of the Federation to stir up public opinion. 
Judging from the criticisms, the Federation has created the impression 
that it is more interested in the 1,;relfare of the teachers than in the 
general good of the schools, the chjJ_dren, the public, etc., while the 
8. 
9
. 
10. 
"The American Federation of Teachers11, Elementary 3chocl Journal 
P. 91 
'Jelsh, "i,Iethods of American Federation Teachers", Easters Thesis, 
p 
.. 41 
ibid p. ,35 
ibid p. 40 -?2-
composition of the public mind is such that if it thinks the teachers 
are self-seekers, it will act �rith hostility. Consequently, if the 
Federation wishes to be effective it must stress more the fact that 
the condition of the teac:i.1er ::::iust be improved for the sake of the 
school and the child. The )Ublic mind is used to such indirections and 
not "t,.11.e direct, forthright, propaganda of the Federatioh. ll 
In spite of its difficulties with propaganda, the Federation's 
organization is a dist:Lr:ct asset to e ffective propaganda. Because it is�; 
organized on the local plan, the local press is much more open to it than 
to an organization of the type of the national Educational .Association 
which is not concerned with local conditions. 12 Therefore, it has some 
elements of strength as well as weakness in its form of propaganda. 
Activities 
Howard Beale, who was appmhnted by the Commission on t.he Social 
0tudies of the American Historical Association "ID study the problem of 
freedom in teachic1g -vn·ites: 11The American Federation of Teachers is 
among organizations at present in existence, the one really effective 
friend of freedom for the teacher.n 13 
T'ne American Federation of Teachers has D:ade many fi;:hts for the 
freedom of teachers. The strucgle it went through in Seattle was chosen 
for discussion here, not because it was the most successful or outstand-
ing, but because it illustrates so clearly the method of procedure used 
by the Federation and the advantages of the type of organization parti-
cular to it. 
11. HcAndrew, Wm., 11AppraisL1.g the Radical Teachers Union", 
School and Society, 35: 191 
12. �!elsh, 11!�ethods of American Federation Teachers11, 1-lasters 
Thesis, p. U 
13. Beal, Howard I., \re Ame:�ican Teachers Free, Hen York City, 
Chas. Scribnex·s so:1s, 1936, p. 83 
In October, 1927, local 200 of the American Federatfon of Teachers 
was chartered as the Hi[;h 3c11ool Teachers Union of Seattle, Washington. 
The teachers in Seattle had for many years a low salary scale, ranldng 
last for cities of their size in the maximum salary for high school 
teachers. In 1920 they had obtained a raise, only to be cut again in 
1922. Finally after vigorous but futile attempts in 1927 to have the 
salary scale increased, the teachers decided to unionize. 14 
The purpose of organization was said to be 11the welfare of Seattle 
youth and the teachers economic betterment11• Forty percent of all high 
school teachers enrolled at once and more continued to join. Three-
fourths of all the high school heads of departments belonged, a nd the 
co::istitution soon had to be amended to ad.rut the professors from the 
University of Washington whov:ished to join.15 
Soon after they organized the teachers launched a salary campaign 
and formed a taxation and tenure committee. Interest of teachers all 
over the state was aroused as tenu1·e through the entire state was 
li.�itcd by contract to one year. They also declared that revenue 
rightfully belonging to the children of the state was never collected, 
and they proposed to investigate tax evaders. l6 
In Hay, 1928, the Teachers Union entered local politics. It opposed 
a reactiona!"J member of the Seattle School Board who was up for re-election 
and supported a progressive in civic affairs. The vote was a large one, 
showing that the teachers had stirred the public, a nd the reactionary 
member was returned to the board 'b-.f a very small vote. Al:So, early in 
14. Welsh, 11Federation of Teachers", p. 44 
15. ibid p. 46 
16. Bushner, E. H., 11The Seattle School Board and the Teachers 
Union", School and Society, 28: 11, July, 1928 
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May the efforts of the public 1�tilities and the power trust to dominate 
public opinion through control of school texts were exposed to the press 
by the teachers .17 
On Hay 8, the Board presented the teachers with �.ew contracts, 
which demanded as a condition of employment that the teacher sig-.n a 
clause reading , 11I hereb:r l8clare that I am not a member of the 
American Federation of Teachers, nor of any local thereof , and will 
not become a member durine the term of this contract._ ri 18 
Thus , it should be noted, after the Union had made a dist:i.nct 
' 
threat to the power of local affairs, and had e:x;posed the propaganda of 
the power trust in the state of Washington, the teachers were presented 
with a "yellow dog11 contract. 19 The Seattle union informed the :rational 
office, of the American Federation of Teachers of its plight . The 
National office ,  in accordance with Article II of the constitution, 
pledging it "to bring associations of teachers into relations of mutual 
assistance" ,  went to work at once to afford aid and to arouse public 
opinion . It wired a vice-president of the American Federation of 
Teachers, living in Oregon, to go to Seattle to help the teachers. It 
instructed a lobbyist of the American Federation of Teachers to go to 
see William Green of the .\merican Federation of Labor. It asked the 
California State Federation of Teachers,  which had successfully fought 
20 
the 11yellow dog11 contract , to advise  the Seattle teachers . 
17 . Linville, Henry �. , 11Yellow Dog Contracts for Teachers" ,  
Nation, 133 :  13-14, July 1, 1931 
18 . ibid p .  13 
19. Linville ,  11Yellow Dog Conpracts11 , p .  14 
20. Welsch, "Federations of Teachers " ,  p .  47 
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President Green rq;lied 1>rith advise , a statement for the papers, 
and offers of legal assistance .  H e  also ureed the Seattle Central 
Labor Union to support the teachers . Teachers 1 unions which had 
f ought the same kind of contract , sent messages.df synipathy and support. 
Dr . Henry Linville ,  president of Local 5, New York City, l)Ut all the 
machinery and resources of the New York local to work . As a result 
Professor John Dewey protested to the Seattle School Board, a s  did 
also P.abbi Steven Wise ,  Herman Oliphant, Pa.:ul Douglas ,  and Father eyan, 
all of whom are eminent in civic and educational affairs .  21 
All of these facts are interesting and pertinent inasmuch a s  they 
show the machinery of the -'i.nerican Federation of Teachers at work, and 
demonstrate how the nationa.l organization stands ready to use all of its 
channels of propaganda tc aid a local in distre s s . 
Local 200, seeking to restrain the Board from enforc ing a 11yellow 
dog11 contract was denied in this action and the case was appealed to the 
State Supreme Court . :·Jhile the case was pending, a ter.iporaI"'IJ restraining 
order was refused and the teachers were again pre s ented with the con-
tracts. Acting on the advice of Labor leaders and the Americ an Federa-
tion of Teachers , the teachers signed , w'ith the exception of W. B. 
Satterthwaite , who drew a line through the objectional clause in his 
contract .  His connection with the Seattle schools was thereby s evered. 
Local 200 was now a teachers 1 union wi th01.t members in the public school s .  
Mr. Satterthwaite was prcsid<:mt and the University professors comprised 
the r:lembership . 22 
21. ':Telsch, "Federations of Teachers " ,  p .  hB 
22.  Bushner, E. H . ,  11The Seattle School Bo8.rd and the Teachers 
Union11, School and Soceity, July, 1928 , p .11 
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The Seattle labor bodie s helped to finance the appeal to the State 
Supreme Court, as did also the .Executive Committee of the American 
Federation of Teacher s .  While the appeal was pend:i,ng , Local 200 busied 
itself in a c�aign for a state tenure law, and a movement to displace 
the school board in Seattle . It enlisted the Seattle Central Labor 
Council and the llashington 3tate Federation of Labor in support of its 
program. 
In the meantime, the state Supreme Court aff irmed the decision of 
the lower court , but i:-ras not unamimous in its dec ision. The Arierican 
Federation of Teachers was planning a further appeal to the United 
State s Supreme Court, when the school board, in January , 1931, dropped 
the offending clause from its contract . 23 
It was such a struggle a s  this that gave the American Federation 
of Teachers the name of a fighting, o r  militant organization .  Because 
such fights are so utterl:r different from the activities of other 
teacher organizations ,  certain educators mista.kenJ_y believe that it i s  
the only form of activity which engage s  the attention o f  the American 
Federation of Teachers. Such is far from the case. 24 
Whether the union idea i s  accepted o r  not, the liberal outlook, 
methods , courage ,  aggressivenes s ,  and gi!0Up solidarity of the American 
Federation of Teachers must in some way be created in any organization 
which a�equately protects freedom of teachers . 25 
23 . Linville, 11Yellliow Dog Contracts " ,  p .  13-14 
24. ibid p .  14 
24. Welsh, 11Federatio:1 of Teachersn , p .  49 
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CHAPTER V 
PUBLIC ACCEPTENCE OF T.clE Al.fER.ICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS 
The American Federation of Teachers was founded as an ally of 
Laborin a day and age imen the 11public11 was not. favorable to the 
Federation. In the next paragraphs the author will examine the 
attitude of the public ,  educators , and the National Educational 
Association as it accepts or rej ects the idea of the American Federa-
tion of Teachers . 
The Public Attitude 
Public opinion on every subject is always changing from year to 
year. Thus, the public opinion of the American Federation of Teachers 
as being acceptable to the American educational scene is constantly 
shifting . 
It. was hard in going over the stories written about the teachers 
union to see who the public was . Almost all articles written in the 
first year of the Federation were unfavorable to the teachers uniting 
with Labor. Here is a summary of an article written one year before 
the American Federation of Teachers was born. Chicago is the testing 
ground of the nation . The public , which owns the schools , and employes 
the teachers , has a right to know why the paid servants of all the 
people should identify themselves with an organization that repre s ents 
just one class of p eople . If the teachers are allowed to organize all 
public worker s ,  including Aney-, Navy, postal workers , firemen and police 
men will seek to organize . l 
In the depression years the American Federationcof Teachers started 
growing because of a change in public attitude about the Federation and 
unions in general . 2 The membership of the American Federation of 
1 .  Murchson, JfL. , "Shall School Teachers Join Labor Unions 11 , 
Survey, 35: 1-2 , Oct. 2 ,  1915 
Morgan, J . E .  editorial, Nati onal Educational Association Journal, 
30: 1,  March, 1941 
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Teachers grew because there was now a need for agressive leadership in 
the time of economic crisis . After the depre ssion and in the first 
years of World ·Jar II the Federation received unfavorable publicity 
because of the Com1nunists :i_n some of the New York locals.  The 
National president made the locals in New York, which has the communist 
element, resign or withdraw from the Federation. 3 This move was a 
bold one and it helped co1�rect the unfavorable public ity which the 
Federation had received.  
Since the "War there has been a general acceptance of the Union 
movement by the �ublic . T:'1is has h elped the public to accept the 
American Federation of Teachers as part of the teacher organization . 
The Educators Attitude 
Like the public the educators are of divergent opinions on the 
teachers unionizing . The educators , like the public ,  had to get used 
to the idea of 1mionized teachers . In the fol1owing lines I will give 
the opinions of two educators on the unionization of teachers :  
I have no quarrel ':r5_ th trade-union s ,  properly conducted and in 
their p roper place ,  but the trade-union in the public schools is an 
intolerable . TeachL;g is not a trade . It is a profession and one 
of the noblest professions .  In principle and in prac tice trade 
unionism is inconsistent ,,rith , and unnecessar/ to , a profes sional 
c areer. In the s chools it Ra1;::s s  for a divided allegiance ;  it breeds 
susp icion and disconte::it ; it de stroys harmony, it creates strife ; it 
interferes with discipling and halts efficiency. 4 
The se are the words of the Pre sident of the Chicago Board of 
Education . He is a busines s  man who runs the s chools much like his 
busines s .  5 
J .  11 Coruinmists and Unions11 , editorial , Nation, 1.52 : 225 ,�:arch , l  
19ll 
4. lieeb, 11Busines snan 11 ,  ?JZii, Address and Proc eedincr s ,  p .  J.51-3.5.5 
;; .  You.rig ,  Ella Flare;, 0A Reply" , National Educational Association 
Addres se s  and Proceedings,  54: 356, 1916 
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:Jith the growth of )Ubl:t.c school syster;1s in cities lil:e New York 
City ,  and Chicago , uhen 2. large 1;ropora.tion of the membersLip of the 
public school i s  J:l'lade up of the foreign and the _'t,nericans <rho h a:v e  
not yet learned to be success ful bu sine s snen - i t  is true�not only 
in th ese two citie s ,  but wherever there had developt a good sized 
school system .  There has been a tendency toward factor;;r evolution 
and factory mana.gement, and the teachers, l ike children who s tand 
at machines are told just wha.t to do . The teachers , instead of being 
the great moving forc e ,  educating and develop:Jlg the powers of the 
human mind in such a way th at they shall c ontribute to the power and 
efficiency of this demo cracy, tend to become mere worke1�s at the tread 
rnill. As a re sult they are organiz:Lng Fedey·at ions to eet together 
and discuss those que stions w�ich are vital to the life of the children 
and the life of the teacher . 
T'nis was a statement of the Sup er intendent of the Chicag o ,  Illinois 
schools .  His s  Young had had long experience with the l"ederation and 
finds it favorable to eive '0he cla ssroom teachers :r::ore freedom. 
Before you can draw a conclusion to the que s tion of educators and 
the Federation, I wo0.i ld lL:;:G to include some of the statement s of John 
Dewey concernine; the Ar·10 1'ic an Federation of Teachers : 
In 1920 Hr .  Dewey advocated that teachers sho\l d. ' join teachers 
organizations that are affiliated with Labo r .  Again in 1928 �1e said 
that the teachers unions would one day be accepted by all teachers . 
In 1935', Dewey again affirms his belief in the te achers tmion s as a 
way of :improving e c onomic c ondition s .  Lastly, li 1949, Dewey once 
again puts his faith into the A,"Ylerican Federation of 'reache r s ,  " I  
c ount i t  one of the satisfactions o f  my o-vm teaching career that I 
have fron the first, the o:!portun:i ty to be a member of a local of 
the American Federation of T;)achers . 11 7 
E:ducators today are becoming accustome d to the eve.e ;rowing 
American Federation of Teachers . 'l'he educators have found that you 
can work with the Federation as well as against it . 
6. Young, "A Reply" , NEA Ad.dre s se s , p .  357 
7 . Dewey , Jol:m, nselected Statements About the A:nerican 
Federation of Teachers11 , panphlet, Chicago , 1953 . 
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Att itude of Hational :Educational As soc iation 
The attitude of the National Educat:Lon Assoc iation toward the 
American Federation of Teache rs has been one of not acc epting o r  
recognizing the 1'\.:nerican Fede ration o f  Teachers as a..� equal among 
profe s s ional teacher orse..r.:L zB.tions . The Chicago Federation of 
Teachers in 1910, as�:ed the 1Jational Education Association to make a 
s tudy of the salarie s ,  tenure l aws , and pension laws. The Hational 
Education Association tur:'led thUlllbs dmm on making such a survey 
because it said it would..'1 1 t  do anytM.ng th;:i.t was so 11unprofe s s ional n . 
But , in 1920, the National Education As so c iation made a study of the 
s alaries ,  tenure laus, and pension laws , b e cau se the American Federa-
tion of T:.ache r s  was taki.rig classroom teachers away fron the National 
Education As sociation. 6 The American Federation o f  Teache rs in 
Article II of the Americc;_n Federation of Teachers s ay s  the first obj ect 
of the Federation should be : 
1 .  To br:i.nE associati:)ns of the tGaclwr j_nto relat ions o f  mutual 
ass:i.stD. ; :ce e.nd co-operation .  
Tlds article j_n the Federation s Con stitution shows that the 
Federation is willing to help any group or orgo.ni zation of teachers . 
T'.ne :National '�ducation A s s ociation as a further step to curb the 
Arierican Federation of Teachers appe.:-tl to the cla s sroom t1:.,achers founded 
a new divi sion caJJ.od , !he Department of Clas sroom Teachers . 9 T'.cds 
new divi sion of the nat:Lonal l�ducation Association helped to ::eep dmm 
membership in the Ame rican Federation of Teachers . 
G .  Fenner , H . S .  National Education A s sociation History, Wasld.ngton, 
D . C . ,  1945 , p .  103 
9 .  ibid p .  106 
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The ?Tat� onal .8ducat:'..on Association today has the sa.me argur1cnts 
for ts achers not to join the .American Federation of Teachers as they 
had thirty nine years ago at its f0Tu1ding . These reasons are as 
follous : 
1. Teachers are enployee s  of all the people and should not 
be represented by teachers organi zed with just one social 
cla s s .  
2 .  Teacher stands in the place o f  the parent . It would be hard 
to think of a p0 ro:1t ;;oing on strike . 
3. Teachers can get nore out of s1..1perintendents and school 
boards if t.hey t0l�e them into the teacher confidence 
instead of trJin13 to get ahead without the educator s .  lO 
The :National Education Association National Secretar-,y, Joy Elmer 
Horgan states that tez.chers , many teachers, have quit the p rofes s ion 
11 
because inflation has caught up with fixed salaries . 
The National Education As soc ic:.tion s oueht b"IJ one method or another 
to prevent the growth of the Arnerican Federation o f  Teachers .  'rhe main 
r eason being that teaching is a profession and not a t rade . 
10 . JJ:organ, Joy := . , 11 Should Teachers Organize l ,  No, 11 Rotary, 
17 :  25, Sept .  19L�7 
11. ibid 
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CHAPTER VI 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AHERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS 
IN Tl!E LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL 
We studied the histor;y-, the organization, the aims , and the 
obj ectives of the American Federation of Teachers , and now, I believe 
an examination of the American Federation of Teachers on the local 
scene would be of value in nw evaluation of the Federation. 
The Charle ston High School and Community Unit Distr�ct No . 1 
w..ake s  an interest5.ng study of the American Federation of Teachers on 
the local scene . Tnis chai;ter was written only after que stioning and 
interviewing many teachers in the loca.1 unit . Since this i s  a local 
s ituation I was asked by tne teachers not to mention their name s .  In 
the following paragraphs I will mention s ome of these teachers as : 
teacher No . 1 ,  teacher No . 2 ,  etc . 
The salar;/ s chedules that I will use in this chapter were published 
by the school board . 
Up until 1948 the local District 1 ,  d:idntt have a salary s chedul e .  
After this date they e stablished a salarJ s chedule that was low a s  
compared with other towms o f  corriparable size• 
'.reacher No . 1 stated that a man i;d th a far:rl.ly would have a hard 
time getting along on the money offered on this first salary schedul e .  
Teacher No . 2 said that the salar-J was very low in view of the high 
price s .  
In order to get a better idea o f  the salar;y- s chedule , I idll now 
present the schedule adopted in 1952 . 
-
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SALARY SCHEDULE ADOPTED IN 19.52 
Teaching Hrs . toward Hrs . toward Bachelor' s Master' s  
rs Experience college degree college degree Degree Degree 
less than 60 hrs . 60-ll9 hrs. 
0 2 200 2,500 2800 3000 
l 2300 2600 2900 3100 
2 2400 2700 3000 3200 
3 2,500 2800 3100 3300 
4 2600 2950 3200 3400 
5 2700 3000 3300 3500 
6 3100 3400 3600 
7 3.500 3700 
8 3600 3800 
9 3900 
10 4000 
With rising prices after the Korean War there was still much teacher 
discontent over the new salary schedule. 
A meeting was held in the spring of 1953 at the high school gyJll1 
between the school board and the teachers to discus s the salary schedule. 
Six teachers did the talking at this meeting for the ma.in body of teacher&� 
They sought to get the salary schedule revisedo Within a week these s ix  
teachers were asked t o  resign. The board of education not having enough 
reason to fire the teachers let them stay on. All the next fall and 
winter the teachers made efforts to improve the salary schedule but were 
rebuffed by the Board. The teachers seeing that all wasn ' t  going well 
asked the organizer from the American Federation of Teachers to come to 
Charleston. The first night fifty teachers signed up to join the 
Federation. With the wo:dc of Union lawyers and local teachers the Federa-
tion was formally established in May of 1954. 
The Federation appointed a salary schedule committee and the next 
fall managed to get an increase in the salary schedule. 
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SAL.�BY SCHEDULE FOR 1955 
ching Hrs . toward Hrs .  toward Hrs . toward Bachelors Masters 
Experience college degree college degree college degree Degree Degree 
.j. ., 
) 
s 
7 
8 
9 
.0 
l 
60 hours 60-89 hours 90 to B . s . 
2$00 2700 2900 3200 3400 
2600 2800 3000 3300 3500 
2700 2900 3100 3400 3600 
2800 3000 3200 3500 3700 
2900 3100 3300 3600 3800 
3000 3200 3400 3700 3900 
3100 3300 3500 J800G 4000 
.3400 3600 .3900 4100 
3700 4000 4200 
4100 4300 
4200 4400 
4500 
A quick glance at the new schedule shows that after the union was 
e stablished in Charleston the salary schedule moved up to give the teachers 
a living wage . 
The reasons for fanning the Federati. on in Charleston are : 
1. A revised salary schedule . 
2 .  To get the board to recognize the teachers ideas and wishes. 
Today eighty percent of the teachers in District No. 1 belong to 
the American Federation of Teachers . This is a large majority who do not 
mind paying the fifteen dollars per year due s ,  which is small when 
compared with the advantages of the Federati on. 
Teacher No . 3 told the writer that the salary representative of the 
Federation is allowed to go to Board meetings . The Board has realized 
the power and importance of the Federation and has decided to work with 
the Federation. 
A Q.Uick look at the American Federation of Teache:rJJ:.tim. t.h.e local 
level has shown the writer that the Federation can achieve for teachers 
many advantages that could not otherwise be derived by individual teachers 
working alone . 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMHA.RY AND CONCLUSION 
This paper was undertaken with the hope of arriving at some evalua­
tion of the American Federation of Teachers, in order to determine if 
there is a place in American Education for such an organization. In order 
to draw conclusions it is necessary to summarize briefly the findings of 
this paper and to generalize therefrom. 
The American teachers first unionized in 1902 , then in 1916 the 
teachers organized the American Federation of Teachers.. It affiliated 
with the American Federation of Labor in order to gain allies in its tight 
against social, economic , and political injustices under which it conceived 
the profession of education to be hold . It first enjoyed a period of 
rapid growth , and then entered a period of decline . Since 1927, it 
experienced a steady growth until World War II. After the war the Federa­
tion once again began to grow until it has reached the high level of 
members it has today. 
The Federation has two ma.in objectives .  (1) It proposes to consoli­
date the teachers of the c ountry into a strong group which would be able 
to protest its own interest. ( 2 )  It aims to raise the standard 0f the 
teachers by a direct attack on the conditions which, according to the 
Federation, prevents teaching from enjoying the status of a profession. 
These conditions are ; lack of academic freedom and of civil liberties ,  the 
absence of the opportunity :for self-determination of policies and for 
democratic control . 
The methods used by the Federation to achieve its ends are af!1J.iation 
with other organizations to gain prestiage and power , the use of propaganda 
and sometimes in recent years , the strike. The use of propaganda is an 
action used to try and arouse public opinion to the point where some action 
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of aid to the teachers will be forthcoming. It has been shown that the 
American Federation of Teachers encountered three popular p rejudices : 
(1) In the beginning, the union of teachers with the Amen can Federation 
of Labor did not meet with public favor, but later the public accept ed 
the idea . (2)  Opinion has been wide-spread, that teachers in allying 
themselves with L§bor, haven • t  the interest of all classes in the society. 
{ 3 )  That by association with Labor the teachers have lost their pro-
fessional standing . 
It was pointed out that its activities are of the type , and conduc-
ted in such a manner, as to win for it the epithet of llm:i.J.itant11 • It 
enters into local situations in the interest of protecting the rights of 
the classroom teachers in marked contrast to the policy of other Teachers ' 
Organizations . 
A look into the American Federation of Teachers on the local level 
showed that the Federation helped to secure higher salaries for the 
teachers . 
An overall evaluation of the American Federation of Teachers 
·, 
contribution to the American Education is, in the writers opinion, 
favorable to the Federation. 
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